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A method is proposed for calculating, within the framework of stochastic theory, the relaxation hyperfine 
Mossbauer spectra in the presence of cubic symmetry. An adequate physical object is, for example, 
superparamagnetic particles of cubic symmetry. Two examples with different orientations of the easy 
magnetization axes with respect to the cube symmetry axes are considered. A simple analytic expression is 
obtained which describes the spectrum throughout the relaxation-parameter range. 

PACS numbers: 76.80.+y 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the analysis of the experimental relaxation Moss
bauer spectra one uses as a rule formulas based on the 
Simplest relaxation-process model, according to which 
the electron spin producing the magnetic hyperfine field 
reverses randomly its direction (see, e. g. ,(l,2J). It is 
clear that by far not all experimental situations corre
spond to such a model. The theory developed by now 
makes it possible in principle to take "into account re
laxation processes that differ greatly both in complexity 
and in character (see, e. g. ,(3-8J), but the final results 
are represented in a form that is not suitable for a di
rect analysis of the experimental spectra. In fact, it is 
necessary to carry out additional cumbersome calcula
tions involving inversion of matrices of rather high rank. 
It is therefore urgent at present to find cases that admit 
of a Simpler description of their relaxation spectra. 
One such example was conSidered recently-the so
called strong-collision model-and the obtained formulas 
for the calculation of the spectra call for inversion of 
much smaller matrices. 

We consider in this paper models describing the re
laxation of superparamagnetic particles of cubic sym
metry. The presence of cubic symmetry makes it pos
sible to obtain rather Simple expressions for the de
scription of the relaxation spectra. 

The formulation of the problem and the derivation of 
the basic equations is contained in Sec. 2. The following 
section is devoted to a brief analysis of the results. 

2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM AND DERIVATION 
OF GENERAL FORMULAS 

We consider magnetic matter containing nuclei of the 
Mossbauer type. The magnetic electronic system pro
duces at the nucleus a hyperfine magnetic field Hhf 
= nHhf , the direction n of which is assumed to vary in 
time as a result of relaxation processes. The change of 
n with time will be specified by a stochastic model, ac
cording to which the vector n can assume N different 
positions n .. (a = 1, ••• ,N), between which random tran
sitions occur with transition probabilities Pob per unit 
time. If we choose these directions to be a certain 
family of equivalent symmetry axes of the cube, then 
we obtain a certain relaxation-process model for spheri
cal supermagnetic particles of cubic symmetry. 
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The theory of relaxation M5ssbauer spectra was de
veloped by Blume, [7J and we shall use his results. Ac
cording to[7J, the resonance absorption spectrum 
<Pabs(W) is given, apart from the inessential constant, 
by the formula 

(1) 

where 11 is the polarization vector of the incident y ra
diation, j is the operator of the nuclear current respons
ible for the transitions between the ground (I m,.» and 
excited (I me») states of the nucleus, E is a unit column, 
and p is a row having the dimensionality N of the space 
of the electronic spin system. The elements Pa (a= 1, 
••• , N) are the relative probabilities of the populations 
of the electronic states I a); C(w + ir /2) is a superopera
tor acting in the space of the function I me) (m,.11 a), and 
its form is 

C- t (W+ir/2)=w-Qhf-iP+ir/2. 

Here s\r is the superoperator responsible for the hyper
fine splitting of the nuclear levels and it is obviously 
diagonal in the variables of the electronic system a, 
that is, 

(a I Qhfl b) =c:; (a) 6.bs (3) 

and the matrix elements of the superoperator w(a) are 
determined by the formulas 

where iJ.,., I,., iJ.., and I. are the magnetic moments and 
spin operators of the nuclei in the ground and excited 
states, respectively. 

A 

The superoperator P describes relaxation processes 
in the electronic system. It is diagonal in the nuclear 
variables: 

(5) 

and the quantities Pa'a (at a' '* a) are the probabilities of 
the transition per unit time from the state I a') to the 
state I a). The diagonal elements are determined by the 
relation 

Formulas (1)-(6) determine completely the absorption 
spectrum, but in concrete calculations it is necessary 
to deal with inversion of matrices of rather high rank. 
Indeed, in the case of the Fe57 nucleus CI,. = ~ and Ie = %), 
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taking into account the fact that the smallest possible 
value of the equivalent directions na in the cubic sys
tems is equal to six, we are dealing with a matrix of 
order 48 or higher. On the other hand, it is clear that 
the presence of cubic symmetry should lead to simplifi
cation of formula (1), as will indeed by demonstrated 
below, 

We shall assume that all the electronic states are 
equally populated, as is the case when no external mag
netic field acts on the superparamagnetic particle. 

Since it is clear that the absorption spectrum (1) in 
cubic systems does not depend on the polarization vec
tor 7J of the incident radiation, we shall direct it along 
an arbitrary axis Z and choose this axis as the quantiza
tion axis. We confine ourselves henceforth to Moss
bauer nuclei of the type Fe57 with nuclear ground-state 
spin!,. = t and with excited - state spin! 8 = t. Recognizing 
that the nuclear current operator j z has matrix elements be 
tween states with coinciding quantum numbers me = m, 
= m, we rewrite (1), apart from a constant factor, in 
the form 

<Pabs(fil)=-1m .E Gmm"mm,(ro+ir/2). 

We assume now that the possible directions of the 
hyperfine field at the nucleus na coincide with the four
fold axis of the cube (see Fig, 1), Such a modeLcorre
sponds to the situation when these axes are the easiest 
magnetization axes of a superparamagnetic particle, 
Out of the 48 states 1m. )(m,11 a) that form the basis of 
the space in which the superoperators n and P act, we 
can construct four half-spaces, the states of which are 
either invariant to the action of all the rotations about 
the fourfold axis z, or acquire factors - 1 and ± i. The 
superoperators n, P, and G have no matrix elements 
between states belonging to such different irreducible 
representations of the subgroup C4 • In turn, the in
variant half-space breaks up into two aggregates of six 
states with different symmetry properties relative to 
the operation of time inversion. According to (7), we 
are interested only in that aggregate which contains a 
fully symmetrical combination of the states I m)(mlla): 

11> = ~(11)+12) +i3)+13) +12) +11) (1'/2><'/21+1-'/2><-'/21). 
213 

The remaining five functions are the following: 

12> = 1_(11) -'/212) -'/213) -'/213) -'/212) +1 I» (1'/2> <'/21 + 1-'/,>< -'/21), 
16 

J 

2 x 

323 

13> =,~ (12) -13) +12) -13» (1'/2><-'/,1+1-3/,><'/,1), 
212 

I 
I I _--
I I ------,:t.:=-10 --
I I 

_..L~-
_- I 

7 

3 
Y FIG. 1. 
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1 
14>= ---==- [ (12) +iI3) -12) -il3» 1-'/,><-'/,1 + 

U2 

+ (12) -iI3) -12) +il3» 1'/,><'/,1]' 

15> =~ [(12)+il3)-12) -iI3» 1-'/,><'/,1+ 
212 

+ (12) -iI3) - i2) +il3)) 1'/,><-'/,1]' 

16>='/,( 11) - CI» (1'/2><'/,1-1-'/,><-'/,1) (8) 

Thus, the problem of inverting a matrix of 48th order 
has been reduced to inversion of a matrix of 6th order 
only. In addition, according to (7) and (8), the absorp
tion spectrum is determined only by the only matrix ele
ment of the superoperator G, namely Gu ' 

In the subspace formed by the functions (8), the matrix 
G -1 takes the following form: 

where n is a 3x 3 matrix with matrix elements 

( 

_ A..".. - 2A,+A g -A'~') 
12 l'6 U3 

~ A. 2A,-A, -A,+A, 
Q= 2'- 213 1'6 ' 

A, 13 
2 -TA , 0 

n' is its transpose, and the parameters As.,. are con
nected with a hyperfine field: A •• ,. = IJ. •• ,Hbf • The re
laxation matrices Pi and Pz are diagonal and take the 
form 

p,= (0 6p 6P)' P2=(4p+2q)E. 

(9) 

Here E is a unit matrix, P is the probability of transi
tion per unit time between the states I a) with change of 
direction of the vector na by an angle 1T!2, and q is the 
probability of a transition with reversal of the direction 
of na' 

According to the foregoing, the absorption spectrum 
will be determined by the formula 

<P.bs(fil) =-1m (/',.,,//',.), (10) 

where .:l is the determinant of the matrix (9) and .:lu is 
its prinCipal minor. 

Formula (10) can be easily transformed into 

( )--1 ~ <p.(fil)+<p,(fil) 
<P.bs fil - m 6 l-iP<P.(fil) , 

where 
fil, 2fil, 3ro, 

<Po(fil)=---+---+---, 
OltUh-~32 (i)1(i)2-~22 (i)ltJh-~t2 

( )__ 16q(p-q) 
<P, fil - (fil'~'-~") (fil,fil,-~,') (fil,fil'-~3') 

fil,=fil+i(4p+2q+r/2) , fil,=fil+i(6p+r/2) , 
~,='/,(-3A,+A,), ~,='/z(-A,+A,), ~3='/2(A.+A,). 

(11) 

Here f3i are the frequencies of the hyperfine transitions. 
We have thus obtained in our case a Simple analytic ex
preSSion for the form of the absorption spectra. 

The method developed above can be used also in the 
analysis of more complicated situations. We consider 
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by way of a second example the case when the possible 
directions of the magnetic field at the nucleus coincide 
with threefold axes of the cube (see Fig. 2). 

This model corresponds to the situation wherein the 
easiest-magnetization axes are the principal diagonals 
of the cube. The number of directions of the vector n. 
is now eight, and the matrix G is of order 64. To con
struct a subspace that is invariant to the action of the 
elements of the group C4 , we introduce combinations of 
stochastic states I a) such that they acquire a factor ck 

= ik (k = 0,1,2,3) when rotated about the z axis through 
the angle 1T /2 

K.~ 11) +c, 12) +c,' 13) +c.314). 

The analogous construction consisting of inverse 
states (1 etc.), will be designated Kh • 

The subspace of interest to us is formed by the follow-
ing functions: 

11>~'/.(K,+K,) (I 'j,><'/cI + 1-'/,><-'/,1), 
12>~'!.[ (K3+K,) 1'/,><'/,1_ (K,+K,) 1-3/,><-';,1], 
13>~'/.[ (K,+K,) 1'/'><-'/21- (K,+K,) 1-'/,><'/,1]' 
14>~'/,(K2+K2) (1'/2><-'/,1 + 1-3f,><'/, I), 
15>~'/,(K0-K,) (1'1,><'1,1-1-'/,><-'/ 2 1), 

16>~'U (K,-K,) 1_'/,)<_'/,1 + (K3-K,) 1'1,><'1,1]' 

17)~1/, [(K,-K,) 1-112> <'1,1 + (K3-K,) 1'/2><-'1,1]' 

18>~'/,(K2-K,) (1'/2><-'/,1-1-'/,><'/,1). 

The superoperator G -1 is a matrix of eighth order of 
the form (9). The 4 x 4 matrix ft now takes the form 

-A,+Ag 1 
--=A, 

213 12 
1 -3A,+A, 

---=A, 
12 213 

Q~ 
2A,+A g 

0 
16 

o 

-2A,+Ag 

16 
0 

A.+Ag 
----

o 
1 

--=Ag 
16 

- ~A. 
213 12 

-~~A, _ 3A.+A, 
12 213 

The relaxation matrices P1 and P2 are diagonal, as 
before: 

. (12) 

(
2(P+ 2q +r) ) 

p = 2 (p + 2q + r) . 
• 2(p+ 2q +r) 

2(3p +r) 

Here p and q are the probabilities, per unit time, of 
the transitions with the direction of the hyperfine field 
turned through the angles between neighboring and oppo
site diagonals of the cube, respectively, and r is the 
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probability of the transition with reversal of the direc
tion of the hyperfine field • 

The absorption spectrum will be given by Eq. (10), 
where ~ is the determinant of the matrix (9), (12) while 
~11 is its princ ipal minor. 

3. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

We were thus able to simplify considerably the cum
bersome problem of finding the form of the relaxation 
spectra in a cubic system. In the first example dis
cussed above, when the possible directions of the hyper
fine field at the nucleus coincide with fourfold axes of the 
cube (Fig. 1), the situation reduced to inversion of a 
sixth-order matrix containing two relaxation parame
ters. In the second example, when the hyperfine field 
varies between directions specified by the prinCipal di
agonals of the cube, an eighth-order matrix containing 
three relaxation parameters must be inverted to find the 
form of the spectrum. By varying the values it is pos
sible to describe a large number of experimental spec
tra. 

We note that in the strong-collision model, when all 
the relaxation frequencies are equal, the relaxation ma
trix differs from the unit matrix in the absence of the 
first element, and therefore formula (10) leads directly 
to an expression (11) in which CfJ1 must be set equal to 
zero, in both considered examples. This result was re
cently obtained by Dattagupta and Blume. [9) We believe, 
however, that a more realistic situation from the ex
perimental point of view is one in which the relaxation 
parameters are different. 

With the aid of (10), and particularly (11), it is easy 
to analyze the dynamics of the variation of the hyper
fine spectra with increasing relaxation parameters. We 
shall stop to consider here only the limiting values for 
slow and fast relaxation. 

If p, q, r« (3;, then the influence of the relaxation 
reduces to broadening of the hyperfine-spectrum lines, 
In the first example, the width of the i-th line (i = 1,2,3), 
corresponding to a transition at the frequency ± (3;, dif
fers from the natural width by an amount ~r;, equal to 
~r1 = 7p + 2q, ~r2 = ap + 2q, ~r3 = 9p+ 2q. In the second 
example, the corresponding corrections are of the form 

L\ f, ~3B l,p+"I,q+2r, L\f ,~!6I,p+" /3q+2r, L\f,~201 3p+"1 ,q+2r. 

In the opposite limiting case of rapid relaxation, when 
p, q, r» (31' the spectrum consists of a single Lorentz 
line with width differing by ~r from the natural width. 
In the two examples considered above we obtain for ~r 
the values 

L\f'" ~ 1 (~A,'+~A.'-5A,Ag), 
3(4p+2q) 2 2 

1 (15 2 3 A' -A 4 ) Llr\2) = -Ae +- g--I) <?~ g , 

3 (2p+4q+2r) 2 2 

which coincide with the results ofao), where the general 
case of relaxation spectra was investigated in the fast 
relaxation limit. 

We note in the conclusion that the method developed 
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can be used to investigate relaxation spectra in more 
complicated situations, for example in the presence of 
quadrupole interaction or an external magnetic field, if 
the directions of these fields coincide with the symmetry 
axes of the cube. The orders of the matrices to be in
verted, however, doubles in comparison with the exam
ples analyzed above o 
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An investigation was made of the temperature dependences of the magnetization (4.2-900'K) and of the 
magnetic susceptibility (60-1200'K) of (Fe'_xMnxhSi solid solutions (0:$ X:$ I). The Mossbauer spectra of 
Fe" in these solutions were recorded and a neutron diffraction study of their structure was made. The 
magnetic structures of the antiferromagnets Mn3Si and (Feo.33Mno.67hSi were determined. Three ranges of 
compositions were distinguished in the magnetic phase diagram: 1) 0:$ x < 0.33, 2) 0.33:$ x < 0.67, 3) 
0.67:$ x:$ I, in which the low-temperature order was, respectively, ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic, and 
antiferromagnetic. 

PACS numbers: 75.50.Ee, 75.25.+z, 75.30.Nc, 76.80.+y 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic properties and magnetic structure of many 
transition-metal alloys (such as Ni-Mn, Ni-Fe, and 
others) are governed by the competition between ex
change interactions of opposite signs. It is interesting 
to determine the laws governing the magnetic structure 
of multicomponent systems, the Simplest of which are 
quasibinary solid solutions with an ordered distribution 
of transition-metal atoms. An example of such solu
tions is the quasibinary (Fel_~nx)sSi system whose 
components FesSi and MnsSi have the DOs structure and 
an unlimited mutual solubility. 

In an earlier paper ClJ we showed that an increase of 
x from 0 to 0, 33 in this system results in the replace
ment of iron atoms with Mn only at the C sites, whose 
immediate environment includes eight A and B sites oc
cupied by iron atoms. Further increase of x is accom
panied by the replacement of iron atoms at the A and B 
sites whose immediate environment includes four C 
sites occupied by manganese atoms and four D sites 
occupied by silicon. 

The magnetic properties of these solutions were in
vestigated in the composition ranges 0 ~ x< 00 25(2] and 
o ~ x < 00 6 [3J but their magnetic structure was not inves-
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tigated in detail. All that is known is that FesSi is a 
collinear ferromagnet [J..L (Fee) = 2, 2J..L Band J..L (Fe AB) 
= 1. 15J..LB1(4] and MnsSi is an antiferromagnet (one of the 
variants of the magnetic structure of this antiferromag
net is described in(5]). 

We investigated the influence of the composition 
(0 ~ x ~ 1) and temperature of (Fel_xMnx)3Si solid solu
tions on the magnetization (Sec. 3), magnetic suscepti
bility (Sec; 4), parameters of Mossbauer spectra (Sec. 
5), and characteristics of magnetic scattering of neu
trons (Sec. 6) with the aim of determining the conditions 
for the ferromagnetic-antiferromagnetic transition and 
the principal features of the magnetic phase diagram 
(Sec. 7). 

2. SAMPLES AND INVESTIGATION METHODS 

Our solid solutions were prepared from pure compo
nents (the impurity concentrations did not exceed 0.01% 
in iron, 0.02% in manganese, and 0.001% in silicon) in 
a hermetically sealed hf furnace and beryllium oxide 
crucibles. The melting and heat treatment conditions 
were described earlier. [1J A metallographic analysis 
demonstrated that samples of (Fel-..Mnx)sSi with 0 ~x 
~ O. 6 obtained in this way consisted of a single phase, 
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